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The luxury landscape is changing. We are seeing an increased convergence between luxury marketers and travel
brands, as both aim to increase their brand awareness and use the appeal of experiences to attract an affluent and
engaged audience.

Experiences have become the status symbols that goods used to be, and with the global luxury travel market
expected to garner $1.15 trillion by 2022, it is  imperative to recognize the business importance of using travel data to
understand the modern spending habits of the elite travel luxury consumer.

In 2018, we saw luxury conglomerate LVMH acquire Belmond and Aston Martin Lagonda partner with Waldorf
Astoria Hotels & Resorts to present hotel guests with a variety of Aston Martin's latest models to sample along
carefully tailored routes.

Both of these partnerships will inevitably create "Instagrammable" moments that will inspire other luxury travelers to
invest in these experiences and allow travel data for this lucrative demographic to be collected.

As many travel purchases take place online, there is a huge amount of data available about these travel buys and the
consumer.

Travel bookings online are only set to rise, with revenue expected to show an annual growth rate (2019-2023) of 6.2
percent, resulting in a market volume of $539.3 million by 2023 making it easy for travel marketers to scale up their
target audience using this vast amount of online travel data.

Earlier this year, the Luxury Institute surveyed 3,926 affluent consumers worldwide revealing that leisure travel will
see the steepest increase in spend.

EyeforTravel's "The Global Luxury Travel Consumer" report shows that the luxury consumer's budget is $5,365 per
holiday.

There is a lucrative opportunity for marketers to target this audience, but they must ensure personalized opportunities
are delivered.

After all, personalization is something luxury audiences are understandably coming to expect as standard, so it
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After all, personalization is something luxury audiences are understandably coming to expect as standard, so it
should not be any different in luxury travel. It allows everyone to feel unique and valued, which can help with brand
loyalty.

How can brands react to this?

Fortunately, tech is democratizing personalization meaning brands can make themselves relevant to specific
audiences and target them appropriately with luxury travel experiences.

We have used our travel data to identify four personas in the luxury travel market and understand the nuances
between them:

The Super Elite

Will spend around $9,000 on travel in a 30-day period, with an average daily hotel rate of $1,200. They may travel to
Baselworld for four days, fly in first class to Switzerland twice in June, have two elite loyalty statuses spending
around $15,000 on a carrier on a leading airline and luxury hotel.

Based on these attributes, luxury brands will know that consumers with this persona will have an interest in luxury
watches, so can target them with luxury trips to Aspen Snowmass, following its partnership with Hublot.

Modern Mover

Travel in first class via upgrade and will look to attend well-known luxury events such as the Cannes Film Festival.
This digital-first persona is likely to spend $4,600 on travel in a 45-day period, with an average daily hotel rate of
$900.

It is  also expected that they will have four elite loyalty statuses and rent high-end cars.

This emerging markets profile will look for luxury experiences that they can share with the digital world.

After identifying a consumer as this persona, brand marketers for a high-end show such as Monaco Yacht Week will
be able to serve personalized experiences for example, VIP parties to this niche and relevant audience.

Business Road Warrior

Travel in business class to major European business hubs at least three times a month. They will spend around
$3,000 of company money on travel in a 30-day period, averaging a daily hotel rate of $600. They will be mindful of
budgets as it is  coming through their company, so are expected to shop around for corporate rate codes, take taxis
and have airport lounge access.

It is  clear that this persona bases their decisions on their business life without compromising their own personal
budgets, so brand marketers from a high-end airline such as Emirates could use travel data to identify this persona
and target them with personalized airport lounge experiences including the Emirates' Mot & Chandon Champagne
bar in Dubai.

Premium Economist

Will travel in premium economy or exit row seats. They will have paid for meals, baggage and Wi-Fi ahead of time
and prefer cost-efficient ground transportation such as rail and Uber. They will spend $1,000 of their own money on
travel in a 60-day period and have an average daily hotel rate of $400.

This persona has not yet reached business-class level yet, but aspires to move up the scale, so there will be
willingness to "splurge" or treat themselves when travelling.

This creates a wealth of opportunities for marketers to use their data to increase motivation on how to advertise
room rates for cool hotels such as the Soho Hotel or the Hoxton in London.

THE CONVERGENCE of luxury brands and travel will show no sign of slowing down as both parties realize the
benefits of working in unison.

To truly reap the rewards, it is  essential that marketers understand how to effectively use data to reach valuable
consumers in the luxury travel world.

Through using the insights garnered by travel, luxury retailers can create highly personalized campaigns that truly
engage their target audiences and build special experiences for these unique customers.

The differences in luxury travel are niche, but illuminate interesting behavioral quirks that savvy marketers can use
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The differences in luxury travel are niche, but illuminate interesting behavioral quirks that savvy marketers can use
to personalize marketing campaigns for these individuals.

Curtis Nishijima is managing director for Europe Middle East and Africa at Adara, London. Reach him at
curtis.nishijima@adara.com.
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